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We introduce an approximation scheme for determining the evolution of spatially averaged quantit
in large classes of extensively chaotic dynamical systems. The case of lattices of diffusively coup
logistic maps is presented. Results in two space dimensions show that the scheme succeed
reproducing the nontrivial collective behavior observed in this system. [S0031-9007(96)00709-0]
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When studying spatiotemporal chaos in out-
equilibrium systems, it is generally difficult to estima
even the simplest statistical quantifiers, such as sp
averages, from the (local) evolution rule at the orig
of the observed phenomena. This task is made ha
for systems exhibiting nontrivial collective behavior, i.
extensively chaotic regimes in which spatially averag
quantities evolve in time—most often regularly—
sharp contrast with equilibriumlike situations [1].
this Letter, we introduce a general scheme to attack
problem for discrete-space dynamical systems and d
its implementation and significance in the case of coup
map lattices (CML).

Spatiotemporal chaos refers to physical situations m
complex than (temporal) chaos but simpler than, s
fully developed turbulence. This intermediate situat
is mainly due to the existence of basic scales aris
for example, from a symmetry-breaking instability, as
Rayleigh-Bénard convection or Taylor-Couette flow [
Discrete-space systems are of particular interest in this
text because they can be thought of asa priori incorpo-
rating these basic scales. Even when chaos is exten
i.e., when quantities measuring the degree of chaos in
system are proportional to the system size [3], there is
general method [4] to estimate statistical properties des
the existence of a well-defined, infinite-size, infinite-tim
“thermodynamic” limit. In any case, conventional mea
field theory is unable to account for nontrivial collecti
behavior [1]. Our approach relies on an exact treatm
of local correlations, appliesa priori to many infinite-size,
discrete-space dynamical systems in any space dimen
d, and provides the dynamical evolution of spatially a
eraged quantities. Related to BBGKY-type cluster
pansions [5], it allows for a self-consistent calculation
the statistical properties of many extensively chaotic s
tems including those showing nontrivial collective beha
ior. Here, we treat only the case of CML whose evolut
can be put into a polynomial form. For simplicity, w
present preliminary results on hypercubic lattices of
gistic mapsSsXd  1 2 mX2 with “democratic” (equal-
weight), nearest-neighbor coupling. Their evolution r
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Xt11
i  1 2

m

2d 1 1

X
j[Vi

Xt2
j , (1)

whereXi [ f21, 1g, m [ f0, 2g, subscripts denote space
and Vi is the neighborhood of sitei (including itself).
These CML are known to exhibit strict synchronization f
m , m` . 1.401: all sites in the lattice eventually take o
the same value and follow the period-2k cycle of the (un-
coupled) logistic map. This is a “trivial” collective behav
ior. For m . m` and space dimensiond $ 2, CML (1)
displays nontrivial collective behavior, in which the site
are not synchronized: in spite of strong, local, chaotic flu
tuations, spatially averaged quantities are not statistic
stationary in time, even in the “thermodynamic” limit. I
general, the collective motion isnot directly related to the
behavior of the local map. A striking example for CM
(1) is the collective quasiperiodic cycle reported ford  5
and m . 1.71 [1], which cannot be accounted for by
single-variable iteration such as the local map. Ford  2
andd  3, CML (1) exhibits periodic collective behavior
but the period of these cycles do not correspond to t
of the banded-chaos regimes exhibited by the logistic m
for m . m` (see below). Predicting the collective motio
from the local dynamical rule is thus a major challen
which is addressed here.

Taking spatial averages, the evolution rule (1) yields
infinite hierarchy of equations,

kXilt11  1 2 mkX2
i lt ,

kX2
i lt11  1 2 2mkX2

i lt 1

µ
m

2d 1 1

∂2 X
j,k[Vi

kX2
j X2

k lt ,

kXiXjlt11  · · · ,
(2)

kXiX
2
j lt11  · · · ,

where the indicei is retained only for clarity. Even
though this hierarchy can always be written, here we tr
only the (common) case where the solutions of the CM
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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do not break the symmetries of the lattice and whe
consequently, all points share the same statistical p
erties. Leaving this experimental point of view for
more theoretical one, the variables of (2) can be taken
the momentsof a probability distribution function gov-
erned by the Perron-Frobenius operator. Hierarchy
then represents the action of this operator on the su
of probability densities which describe the ensemble
statistically equivalent systems displaying the same c
lective behavior [6]. In the following, this point of view
is adopted, and we discuss our approximation in ter
of moments rather than spatially averaged quantities.

A moment kXa1
i1

· · · X
an
in

lt is characterized by its geo
metrical support si1, . . . , ind and the set of weights
sa1, . . . , and, aj $ 1, associated to the points of th
support. Due to the (assumed) statistical equivalenc
all points, the symmetry properties of the latticeL (trans-
lations and rotations) can be used to classify momen
Hierarchy (2) is then rewritten in terms of classes
moments with integer multiplicative factors coming o
of the reduction process. Hierarchy (2) is an infinite
of linear equations derived from the nonlinear evoluti
rule (1). Each class of moments on the left-hand side
expressed in terms of classes of wider geometrical sup
and/or higher total ordera 

Pn
j1 aj. Keeping only

a given setC of moments (defined by a set of suppo
and weights), the truncated hierarchy can be symb
cally written $Mt11  F s $Mt 1 $Ntd, where $Mt is the set
of moment values corresponding toC, and $Nt is the set
of moment values on the left-hand side corresponding
moments which are not inC. A closure relation is writ-
ten symbolically $Nt11  Gs $Mt11d. We now describe a
physically motivated truncation and closure scheme. I
twofold: a “geometrical” truncation—similar to BBGKY
cluster expansion [5]—stopping the growth of suppo
and providing the closure, and an “analytical” truncati
stopping the increase of the total ordera of moments.

In extensively chaotic systems, spatial correlations
cay fast—often exponentially—far enough from critic
points [7]. In terms of moments, strict decorrelation
expressed by (possibly complicated) factorization re
tions involving moments of smaller geometrical suppo
These relations are implicitly and efficiently taken in
account whencumulantsare considered instead of mo
ments. Decorrelation of one subset ofsi1, . . . , ind from
the other points of the geometrical support is simply e
pressed by saying that cumulants with the same sup
vanish. To implement the approximation scheme, a
terion is needed to designate the supports for which
cumulants are to be canceled. A natural choice is to k
all cumulants such that the maximal distance between
two points of their support is less than some threshold
tancermax. The analytical truncation is also based on c
mulants. Numerical observations show that the cumula
decrease when their total ordera increases (see Table I
This is related to the unimodal structure of the probab
re,
op-
a
as

(2)
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TABLE I. Values of single-variable moments and cumulant
for m  1.5725 (period 2 collective behavior) for the lattice
defined in Fig. 1. Data are given for both the original CML
(numerical simulation) and the result of the approximation fo
amax  2, rmax  3, andnmax  30.

kXl kX2l kX2lc kX3l kX3lc

CML 0.856 0.745 0.012 0.657 20.0012
20.171 0.091 0.062 20.027 0.0097

Approx. 0.881 0.794 0.017 0.730 0
20.165 0.076 0.048 20.028 0

ity densities observed [8]. In practice, a maximum orde
amax is chosen, and cumulants with higher total order ar
set to zero [9].

Hierarchy (2) is given in terms of moments, wherea
both truncation steps involve cumulants. We thus need
compute moments from cumulants (and vice versa). Th
is achieved in practice by making recursive use of th
relation [10]

kXa1
1 · · · Xan

n l 
X

bi#ai

Pn
i1 biPn
i1 ai

nY
i1

µ
ai

bi

∂
3 kXa12b1

1 · · · Xan2bn
n l kXb1

1 · · · Xbn
n lc .

(3)

Let us summarize our approach so far. The two-ste
truncation leaves a finite setC of nonzero cumulants. Let
us call DC the set of all probability densities [9] whose
only nonzero cumulants are insideC. The probability
densityft describing the system is approximated bygt , the
unique element ofDC sharing the same cumulant values
$Ct over C. The image ofgt by the (truncated) hierarchy
belongs toDC. The truncation thus also provides a closur
via relation (3).

Although the approximation is self-consistent, produc
ing a time series of elements ofDC , the situation is less
satisfactory than it looks. Elements ofDC are “general-
ized Gaussian” distributions. In particular, they posses
tails and therefore do not belong toDI , the set of proba-
bility densities with their support inI  f21, 1gN . Un-
der the action of the local mapS, points outsidef21, 1g
quickly diverge to infinity. Indeed, implementations a
this stage lead to the divergence of moment values.

We now present a resummation scheme which forc
the probability densities produced by the approximation t
belong toDI . We look for ht in DI approximating the
functions gt produced by the truncation. The “natural”
solution—closely linked to the definition of cumulants
in terms of the characteristic function (see below)—is t
periodizegt on I and multiply it by the indicator function
'I of I ['IsXd  1 if X [ I, 'I sXd  0 otherwise],

ht  PI sgtd ? 'I ,

wherePI symbolizes the operator periodizing the dens
ties [PI sssgs $Xdddd 

P
$q[Zn gs $X 1 $qDd whereD  2 is the
487
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length ofI ]. This amounts to “cutting” the tails ofgt out-
side ofI and “pasting” each of them at the other end of t
interval (ht is the aliased approximation ofgt appropriate
to fast Fourier transforms). Ifgt is a good approximation
of ft (the “true” probability density belonging toDI), then
its tails outside ofI are small, and consequentlyht itself
is a good approximation ofgt andft. In other words, the
coefficientsc $n of the multidimensional Fourier series o
the densityft are approximated by

c $n 

ø
exp

µ
2ip $n ? $X

D

∂¿
 g̃t

µ
2p $n

D

∂
,

whereg̃t is the characteristic function ofgt , given by the
finite sum

g̃ts $kd  exp

( X
kXa1

1 ···X
an
n lc[C

" Y
j1,...,n

sikjdaj

aj!

#
kXa1

1 · · · Xan
n lt

c

)
.

All the moments ofht are then given by

kXa1
i1

· · · X
an
in

lt 
X

$n

c $n

nY
j1

Asnj , ajd , (4)

with

Asnj , ajd 
Z

I
X

aj

j exp

µ
2

2ipnjX

D

∂
dX .

SinceAsnj , 0d  0, for every moment or cumulant, th
only vectors $n involved in (4) are those of dimensio
n, where n is the number of points in the geometric
support [$n  sn1, . . . , nnd]. Moreover, the Fourier serie
are truncated tonmax coefficients in each dimension (nj [
h2nmax, . . . , nmaxj), so that only a finite number ofc $n have
to be calculated. We note, to conclude this presentatio
the scheme, that the moments of the functionht [ DI are
close to those ofgt , butht possesses an infinite number
(small) nonzero cumulants.

In realistic cases, the calculations are too tedious
be done by hand. This is all the more acute as
we eventually want to apply the approximation to hig
dimensional CML, and (2) we know that, even thou
correlations decay fast, the cutoff distancermax may have
to be chosen large in order to ensure a satisfactory le
of decorrelation. Therefore, we have written a symbo
manipulation program inC++ to implement the schem
on a computer. While it is impossible to give a detail
account of the program here [10], we now describe
general structure. A first step calculates the setC of the
cumulants kept and—implicitly—the equations giving t
self-consistent evolution of densities inDC . Except for
the data defining the CML (local map, lattice, coupling
the only parameters on input arermax, the cutoff distance,
and amax, the maximum total order of the moments
cumulants retained. Next comes the actual numer
simulation of the evolution of an initial probability densit
488
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h0 [ DI . First, the truncated evolution rule is applied
yielding g1 [ DC. The resummation is then performed
calculating the coefficientsc $n and then the moments of
h1 [ DI . The process is iterated,

· · · ht [ DI
rule
! gt11 [ DC

resummation
! ht11 [ DI · · · ,

building a time series of probability densities from whic
the evolution of various observables can be deduced.

We now present our first results, obtained for th
d  2 lattice of democratically coupled logistic maps
In this case, the nontrivial collective behavior observe
for m . m` are periodic cycles of periods 1, 2, 4
8, and 16 (Fig. 1). For almost every initial condition
instantaneous site values eventually end up all in t
same “band,” leading to statistically homogeneous spa
configurations. Droplets of one such state into anoth
shrink and disappear. The observed bands have no di
relationship with those shown by the (chaotic) logist
map at the samem value. Since they are just one
dimensional projections of the full CML state, they ca
(and often do) overlap. Moreover, the global bifurcatio
points are shifted with respect to the band-merging poin
so that the collective period observed is different from th
number of bands of the local map. This is not the on
effect of the coupling: the dynamics of the CML is no
“explained” by simply considering that of the local map
especially in the strong-coupling case of interest he
Except at the global bifurcation points where algebra
decay is observed [7], correlations decay exponential
instantaneous distributions are unimodal, and cumula

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram ofkXlt vs parameterm for a
d  2 square lattice of democratically coupled logistic map
Black squares: simulation of a lattice ofN  10242 sites with
periodic boundary conditions and random initial condition
Open circles: result of the approximation foramax  2, rmax 
3, and nmax  60. The initial condition corresponds to a
uniform distribution on the intervalf20.5, 0.5g; 10 iterations are
shown after a transient of 50 time steps. Dots: single logis
map. The dashed line is atm`.
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decay fast with their total order (see Table I), so that
assumptions of our approach are satisfied.

We have performed our approximation scheme at ma
mal orderamax  2 for various values ofrmax andnmax.
Results are nearly identical as soon asrmax $ 3 and
nmax $ 20, indicating the convergence of the schem
The same attractor is reached for most initial conditio
and the nontrivial collective behavior observed form .

m` is recovered (Fig. 1), with only slight discrepanci
with respect to the original CML: (1) the critical behavio
near bifurcation points is not captured by the approxim
tion, as expected from the presence of long-range co
lations in these regions; (2) in the regionm [ f1.7; 2g,
the strong asymmetry of the distributions, not accoun
for with amax  2, is at the origin of the small quantita
tive disagreement. The synchronized states observed
m , m` are also recovered. We note that even thou
the approximation at this stage might appear very s
ple—all probability distributions are (multidimensiona
Gaussian functions foramax  2—the truncated hierar
chy already involves 8 degrees of freedom and 25 in
mediate variables.

The approximation is also very successful for thed  3
case [10], but its success will have to be confirmed in
future when applied to even higher-dimensional syste
Preliminary results, to be detailed in [10], indicate that t
main difficulty is controlling theadmissibilityof the ap-
proximated distributions [11] whenamax must be chosen
larger than 2. We nonetheless believe that our appro
is very promising. At the very least, it sheds light on t
problem of the origin of the particular type of collectiv
dynamics arising in a given system when the local beh
ior is of a different type. Neglecting correlations beyond
“mesoscopic” scale of orderrmax, the collective motion is
revealed. However, this does not solve the problem of
existence of nontrivial collective behavior in the infinit
size, infinite-time, “thermodynamic” limit: Even though
formally, systems of infinite size in their asymptotic sta
are treated, the approximation makes the assumptio
spatial homogeneity and thus cannot account for (possi
fluctuations such as droplet excitations. Approximatio
of the type developed here do not prove the stability
the observed long-range order against intrinsic fluct
tions, which should be studied in detail in another fram
work. Nevertheless, our results suggest an intermed
picture made of noisy mesoscopic units coupled toget
a Langevin-like level of description at which the metho
and results of statistical mechanics could be applied
e.g., in [12], in the case of cellular automata rules).
nally, we note that the approach presented here may
applied to other systems such as cellular automata
globally coupled maps and oscillators [13], and random
connected networks [14], for which fascinating types
nontrivial collective behavior have also been reported.
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